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[Note: This is the 2014 version of the survey form that H-ASIA used to require from would-be subscribers, from its founding in 1994 until 2014. With the transition to the Commons the survey is superseded by the information you enter into your profile. Please update your profile if you have not yet done so!]

-------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Colleague:
Thank you for your request to subscribe to H-ASIA, the international discussion group primarily for professionals who teach and/or do research in the field of Asian Studies, especially Asian history.

H-ASIA is a moderated and edited list. Its international editorial team includes: Frank F. Conlon, University of Washington (<conlon@u.washington.edu>); Linda Dwyer, Salisbury State University, Washington, D.C. (<dwyer@mail.h-net.msu.edu>); Ryan Dunch, University of Alberta (<Ryan.Dunch@ualberta.ca>); Andrew Field, Shanghai (<shanghaidrew@GMAIL.COM>); and Monika Lehner (<monika.lehner@univie.ac.at>).

Before your subscription may be opened, it is necessary that you reply to this message and provide responses to our request for subscriber information. Please utilize the form below.

This information enables us to maintain our subscriber profile and also will assist us in our continued development of H-ASIA as a useful aid in facilitating discussions among professionals in the field.

Your H-ASIA subscription can commence ONLY after we receive the requested information.

Thank you for your interest and assistance.

Sincerely,

Professor Ming-te Pan,
H-Asia Subscriptions Editor
State University of New York-Oswego
hasiasub@mail.h-net.msu.edu

-------------------------------------------------------------

**PRIVACY NOTICE: NB. NONE OF THIS INFORMATION WILL BE SOLD OR USED FOR NON-H-ASIA/H-NET PURPOSES**

-------------------------------------------------------------

PLEASE SEND THIS PORTION OF THE MESSAGE TO:
hasiasub@mail.h-net.msu.edu
FIRST NAME/LAST NAME:

DEPARTMENT AND COLLEGE OR INSTITUTION (POSTAL) ADDRESS:
(If not affiliated, please supply a postal address)

OFFICE TELEPHONE NUMBER:

FAX NUMBER:

E-MAIL ADDRESS:

WWW ADDRESS:

ACADEMIC STATUS--PROFESSOR, GRADUATE STUDENT, LIBRARIAN, ETC.
(GRADUATE STUDENTS, PLEASE IDENTIFY YOUR FACULTY ADVISOR. IF NOT AT AN ACADEMIC INSTITUTION, INDICATE YOUR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT):

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES TO WHICH YOU BELONG:

RESEARCH INTERESTS IN ASIAN STUDIES:

TEACHING INTERESTS IN ASIAN STUDIES:

============================================
Please return this survey with information filled in by forwarding it to:
<hasiasub@mail.h-net.msu.edu>. Thank you.